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-Franklin D. Roosevelt

SERVE & PROTECT?
The Baltimore Police Department is currently in court over one of the biggest scandals in the 
history of American law enforcement. The corruption case is replete with intrigue as police 
reveal secrets that sound like something out of an urban-fiction novel or a lost season of The 
Wire. It has revealed how one of America’s largest cities just happened to be filled with 
crooked cops, but no one seems to be talking about it outside of Baltimore.
According to the Baltimore Sun, it started when a 19-year-old woman from New Jersey 
overdosed in 2011 and authorities began tracing the origin of the drugs. It led them to a 
Baltimore drug crew and the discovery that a Baltimore police officer was involved. By the 
time they finished investigating, eight members of the elite Gun Trace Task Force had been 
charged with crimes ranging from racketeering to robbery.
You want robbery? How about the story of the corrupt squad stopping a drug dealer during a 
traffic stop and robbing him of $6,500, then going to the man’s home without a warrant and 
taking another $100,000 out of a safe? Sgt. Wayne Jenkins would ask suspected drug 
dealers, “If you could put together a crew of guys and rob the biggest drug dealer in town, 
who would it be?”
If you’re interested in police targeting regular citizens, maybe you should read about how the 
Maurice Ward had a technique of driving fast at groups of people, slamming on the brakes 
and chasing whoever ran. Perhaps you hear how Jenkins believed that all young men with 
backpacks were dope boys. Or people who drove Honda Accords with tinted windows.
And then there’s the revelation that the supervisor of the unit instructed officers to carry a toy 
gun just in case they found themselves “in a jam” and needed to plant one. When one of the 
officers, Marcus Tayor, was arrested, officials couldn’t figure out why he had a toy gun in his 
glove compartment.
These revelations aren’t speculation. Six of the eight indicted officers have agreed to 
cooperate with federal law enforcement agents and are testifying in open court. An officer 
who was scheduled to offer evidence against the crooked cops won’t get to do so after he 
was mysteriously shot in the head with his own weapon the day before he was set to testify.
I know what you’re thinking: After the death of Freddie Gray and the discovery of multiple 
officers who planted drugs on suspects, the Baltimore Police Department is one of the most 
corrupt departments in the country.
Or maybe Baltimore is indicative of police departments all over the country. Maybe they’re 
like the one in Cleveland, which hired the cop who killed Tamir Rice after he was fired by 
another police department. Or like the South Carolina state trooper who said he shot a man 
because he was moving erratically while reaching for his wallet. Or when a paid police 
informant planted cocaine in a store owner’s shop.
It is not just Baltimore cops. It is cops. They will shoot you in the face in front of your infant 
daughter. They will choke you to sleep for selling cigarettes. They will shoot you in the back 
for walking away. And they will get away with it so often that we are shocked when they are 
indicted.

That’s the real story.
Michael Harriot

 theroot.com

How do we accept that War is the standard background noise of our lives? 
Do we? 
The chaos and displacement, the destruction and pain of war is an 
unbearable burden. So much so, that we fortunate citizens for whom war is 
just a news update can easily compartmentalize the spectrum of human 
suffering that war engenders- There are the dutiful killers, the deserving of 
killing, the incidental killed, the unfortunate killed, and the just plain dead.
The secondary spectrum of war stems from the propagation of the 
consequences of those deaths on the families and communities of the dead. 
The survivors must then deal with the tertiary spectrum of war, the destruction 
and displacement of the infrastructure, and mechanisms of their civil life.
Despite the chaos, war as a business does quite well, a supreme example of 
the capitalist producers planned obsolescence. What a product! It gets the 
job done and creates demand for more product, because using weapons not 
only destroys targets, it also consumes the weapon, or at least the 
'consumables' known as ammunition. And god forbid you be left with out 
ammo, then you might have to mount bayonets and go old school, mano a 
mano, and nobody, well hardly anybody, relishes the wet-work of war.
Much better, more palatable, and more marketable is advancing the tech of 
warfare. Super weapons add the sexy factor, always a good selling point.
How do we allow this? Apparently no one has the ability to end madness.
The only option we have is to make it known we disagree with the purpose 
and efficacy of pursuing the insanity of war- BIG WHOOP! - Who the hell 
cares what we think? Not governments, not volunteer soldiers or Mercenaries, 
not the true believer of the righteousness of killing and destruction. 

Do we need to scare people into change?
Cue the Slaughterbots- a most horrific illustration of where we are headed, 
a cautionary tale of an achievable evil that must be quickly averted.
The short film "Slaughterbots" starts with the premise; "Nuclear is obsolete. 
Take out your entire enemy virtually risk free. Just characterize him, 
release the swarm, and rest easy." As a fictional defense contractor 
representative demonstrates his company's newest product: A palm-sized, 
explosive carrying drone with artificial-intelligence (AI) that allows it to target, 
and kill people with a precise detonation to the head. "You can target an evil 
ideology, right where it starts," the rep says, pointing to his head amid a 
massive round of applause. The potential threat of AI weapons is revealed 

with a montage of newscasts showing drones falling into the 'wrong' hands 
wreaking havoc on innocent people around the world.
The short released last year, is a joint project between University of California 
at Berkeley professor Stuart Russell and the Future of Life Institute, a 
Boston-based nonprofit dedicated to showing the dangers of advanced 
artificial intelligence and other advanced technologies. The institute, backed 
by Elon Musk, Stephen Hawking, and other skeptics of artificial intelligence, is 
also behind the Campaign to Stop Killer Robots. Researchers, CEOs, and 
high-profile individuals like Musk and Hawking signed an open letter last July 
calling for the banning of military AI, and warning of its dangers to humanity.
The release coincided with the UN's Convention on Certain Conventional 
Weapons in Geneva, Switzerland, which discussed autonomous weapons. As 
the world's three largest arms exporters, the US, Russia, and China, have all 
shown signs of interest in unmanned weapons systems. There is a fear there 
could be an arms race to create a fully autonomous militarized AI.
The director of the Tactical Technology Office at the Defense Advanced 
Research Projects Agency (DARPA), explains that unmanned technology is 
the “natural evolutionary path” in the future of warfare. That view is widely 
shared among defense policy experts. Unmanned and autonomous weapons 
systems have been central to the Department of Defense’s So-called 'Third 
Offset': Pursuing next-generation technologies and concepts to assure U.S. 
military superiority, a drive to identify innovative capabilities that will ensure 
U.S. military superiority over “pacing competitors” who are developing 
advanced capabilities.
The pacing competitors -- not adversaries -- are Russia and China, (Some 
things never change.) because they're developing advanced capabilities that 
worry Pentagon planners each branch of the U.S. military is investing heavily 
in the research, development, and use of autonomous and unmanned 
systems to compete with these rivals. 
My guess; these guys don't read any science fiction. One wonders what they 
do read- DARPA probably doesn't really do Humanities. OH THE HUMANITY--

Enough is enough, right? stop the killing already, right?
Oh Hell...that didn't get it done. It is hard to imagine what can.
Any suggestions?                                                            

-Joshua Golden
       More details here: autonomousweapons.org
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